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 Continental drift 

3.1.1Overview of Australian outdoor environments before 
humans, including characteristics of biological isolation, 
geological stability, and climatic variations.

!
- Supper continent 
- A u s t r a l i a w a s 

connected to India 
and Antarctica. 

- Earth began to get 
warmer.  

- T h e r e w a s 
d e v e l o p m e nts o f 
crocodiles, dinosaurs 
and mammals. 

!
- Australian continent 

has changed its size 
and coastlines with 
sea level rise and fall. 

- T r o p i c a l a n d 
temperate forest with 
big leafed, rubbish 
plant. 

- Giant animals (short-
f a c e k a n g a r o o , 
d i p roto d o n ) roa m 
about the country

!
- Australia broke off from 

Antarctica, the split line 
became Great Div ing 
Range. 

- Due to lack of Ice Age 
and new volcanic action,  
A u s t ra l i a g ra d u a l l y 
weathered and eroded. 

- Hot and arid weather 
- Aboriginal people arrived 

(40.000-60.000 yrs 
ago), changed ecosystem 
by hunting pratices. 

!
!



 

1 Biological isolation

Overview of Australian outdoor environments before 
humans, including characteristics of biological isolation, 
geological stability, and climatic variations.

3 factors make Australia 

DEFINITION Australian Flora and fauna adapted to the 
Australian without the influence of other types of flora 
and fauna from other continents because Australia is 
an island continent (isolated).

EXAMPLE Australian marsupials (eg: kangaroo) developed 
energy saving method of reproduction (the pouch) in 
order to conserve energy in a hot, arid Australian 
environment. Kangaroos are only found in Australia.

DEFINITION Australia has no new volcanic action or ice age 
after its split with antarctica. This lack of action has 
resulted in dry infertile and eroded soil. 

EXAMPLE With infertile dry soil, eucalyptus trees developed in 
Australia by improving its water retention strategies. 
Eucalyptus' hanging down leaves, are thinner and have 
high oil content to conserve water.

DEFINITION

EXAMPLE

Australia's climate that changed from tropical and 
wet (rain forest) to more arid and dry . The continent is 
also effected by ocean current eg El Nino and La Nina  
which affects the climate.

Australia megafauna (diprotodon) existed on 
Australia's large leafed tropical plants. As Australia 
got drier and hotter, only small marsupials arrived and 
adapted.

3.1.1

2 Geological stability

3 Climatic variation



 

GUMTREE

XANTHORIA

- Leaves hang down + narrow -> avoid water loss 
- Oily leaves -> reduces water loss (oil evaporates slower than water) 
- Encourage fire up the tree to the seed pods which burst open, drop and 

start growing 
- Have a deep root system to access underground water.

- Rely on fire to burn all foliage  
-> remove build up of leave and dead material  
-> send up flower spike which will develop numerous of seeds

KANGAROO

WOMBAT

- Raise baby in their pouch -> less energy required than raising inside 
- Have four pairs of special chewing teeth -> eat tough leaves  
- Concentrated urine -> water saving 
- Fur reflects 30% of heat from the sun. 
- Hopping pushes air into lungs -> energy saving 

- Raise baby in their pouch -> less energy required than raising inside 
- Have four pairs of special chewing teeth -> eat tough leaves  
- Concentrated urine -> water saving 
- Fur reflects 30% of heat from the sun. 
- Hopping pushes air into lungs -> energy saving 

Overview of Australian outdoor environments before 
humans, including characteristics of biological isolation, 
geological stability, and climatic variations.

3.1.1

1 Flora adaptation

2 Fauna adaptation



	


Relationships with Australian outdoor environments 
expressed by specific Indigenous communities BEFORE and 
AFTER European colonisation.

- Dreamtime story - everything is 
connected 

- Totem 
- Spiritual connection with land 
- The ancestors created themselves 

- Strong connection with the land 
(kinship) 

- They worship the env "land as 
mother" 

- They are related to a part of the 
land 

- Fire-stick farming, Hunting, 
gathering 

- Meeting - corroboree 
-  Initiation eg: climbing Uluru 
-  Sacred sites (story place) 

- Generally very low - middens, rock 
art, scarred trees, stone carving and 
grinding sites are often all that remain 

- Contr i b ute to megafauna 's 
extinction but very few extinction after 

- Only take what you need to 
eliminate over hunt 

- Gender selective in hunting 
- Replant after harvest - murnong 

- Influence form other religion may have 
reduce the strength of spirituality 
- Confusion between religions and beliefs 
- Connection has been weaken but when 
the opportunity is there, they'll reconnect 
strongly 

- Temporary broken relationship 
- Try to fit in European money system 
- They want to control their community 
and run their own school 
- Still have deep respect and great 

- Fire-stick farming was discouraged 
- Traditional practices were limited 
- Communities were dispossessed of 
their land 
- Violent confrontation occured 

- Using resource just like other people 
- Education: education Australians 
generations 
- Managing our public land 

- Manage most public land conjunction 
with local council 
- Have a say over managing all 
document of conservation place 

40.000 - 60.000 yrs ago After European arrival
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3.1.2



!

!
•Fear of new harsh hostile 

place – seasons, weather, local 
inhabitants, etc. 
•Terra Nulius - land has no 

owner and are free to take. 
•Lack of understanding 
•Little respect to the env. 
•S a w t h e l a n d a s a n 

opportunity – to get away from 
struggle in other places. 

!
•Fa r m i n g p r a c t i c e s 

(European style - not suited) 
•Introduced species: sheep, 

cattle, rabbit, weeds, etc. 
•Land clearing, logging for 

development of town. 
•Putting up fences and 

limiting Indigenous pratices 
•Exploration of land for 

!
•Initially small impacts due to 

small number of people 
•Began an approach to 

treating the land that would 
create larger effects as the 
population grew. 
•Cleared land. 
•Extinction of animals 
•N e g a t i v e i m p a cts o f 

introduced species

Perceptions Practices Impacts

•Saw the env as endless 
supply of resource available.  

•Land was an opportunity 
to generate wealth.  

•Fe a r o f b u s h s t i l l 
rema in ed a mong ma ny 
people. 

•Worth-ship. 
•B e s i d e s , e a r l y 

preservation societies were 
formed.	


•L a rg e - s c a l e m i n i n g , 
forestry, farming, grazing. 
•Expansion of cities and 

development of regional town. 
•Development of transport - 

roads and railways. 
•Primary industry - farming, 

mining, forestry. 
•First national park created.

•L a n d c l e a r i n g a n d 
deforestation impacts - salinity, 
erosion, runoff. 
•Large scale gold-mining 

caused serious water pollution 
and devastated land. 
•Depletion of resources. 
•Habitat loss

Perceptions Practices Impacts

Relationships with Australian outdoor environments as 
influenced by: 	


The first non-Indigenous settlers’ experiences 	

Increasing population – industrialisation. 	

Nation building	


3.1.3

1 FIRST NON-INDIGENOUS SETTLERS

2 INCREASING POPULATION



 

Relationships with Australian outdoor environments as 
influenced by: 	


The first non-Indigenous settlers’ experiences 	

Increasing population – industrialisation. 	

Nation building	


3.1.3

!
•Better understanding and 

care for the land. 
•Variety of perception: 

Some people use but some 
people protect the land. 

•We can control nature.

•Development of machinery 
caused large-scale industry 
(farming, mining, etc) 
•Irrigation for introduced 

crops (cotton, rice) 
•Conservat ion through 

development of National Park 
•Recreation develops due to 

more time and money. 
•Tourism began.

•Excessive farming creates 
dustbowl through some parts  
of southern Australia. 
•Health of rivers decreases 

with excessive use of water 
and change in flows. 
•Urban sprawl  
•Conflict over the use of 

environment. 
•Salinity, erosion.

Perceptions Practices Impacts

•Land become part of our 
identity defined us. 
•Recognised economic and 

intrinsic value. 
•Environment is the canvas 

on which to build a nation. 
•I n c re a s i n g of n a t u re 

expressed through art, song, 
writing.

•Large scale development. 
•Conservat ion through 

National Parks continues. 
•Infrastructu re project : 

Great Ocean Road and 
Snowy Hydro Scheme. 
•Major dams are built 
•Tourism grows (ski resort, 

b e a c h c o m m u n i t i e s , 
international airport). 
•Population is still growing. 

• Dry la nd so i l sa l in ity 
becomes a major problem. 
•Water,  soil and air pollution 

continues to grow, especially 
around cities. 
•Conservation movement 

grows and protected areas 
increase. 
•Introduced species threaten 

biodiversity and agriculture - 
cane toads, crown of thorns 
starfish, rabbits, etc.

Perceptions Practices Impacts

3 INDUSTRIALISATION

4 NATION BUILDING



 

The foundation and role of environmental movements in 
changing relationships with outdoor environments, in relation to 
at least one of the following: The Wilderness Society, 
Australian Conservation Foundation, Victorian National Parks 
Association, Greenpeace, Gould League. 	


3.1.4

Established in 1976 
Is a national, not-for-profit, non-government, community – based, environmental organisation 
Helps protect, promote and restore wilderness and natural processes 
Works through public education, advocacy, negotiation and desk and field research 
Fundings is provided by members, public fundraising, sales of campaign merchandises.  

Damming Franklin River campaign 4.1.1
For more info

 Formed initially as a protest group called The Tasmanian Wilderness Society 
 Through campaign against Franklin Dam, and national approach through issues interstate, it became 

known as The Wilderness Society 
 Through their campaigns, awareness about what is happening or could happen to the environment 

has become easily accessible 
 Through easily accessible knowledge and awareness made, relationships towards the environment 

starts to change 
 When connections are made to particular environments, there is a willingness to save it – this 

relates to the principle of caring the most for what we know and understand personally.

1 THE FOUNDATION

2 ROLE IN CHANGING RELATIONSHIP



 

a Perception b Practices c Impacts d Examples
Mt Bogong 

- Hiking 
- Camping 
- Mountain biking !

Arapiles 
- Rock climbing 
- Abseiling 
- Hiking 
- Canoeing

• Sma l l im pacts ( eg . 
l itter,fuel spil ls, soil 
compaction, etc) 

• L o o k a f t e r t h e 
e n v i ro n m e n t t h e y 
pa rt ic i pate i n a nd 
minimise damages they 
do recreation. 

• The environment can 
coexist happily.

• Go out to escape, 
mastery of skill and 
gain mental stimulation. 

• S l ight ly mod ify the 
environment 

 Eg: adding bolts to rock     
climbing sites, creating 
tracks for biking. 
• Adopt minimal impacts 

procedures and attempt 
to minimise damage. 

• Help maintaining the 
facilities (eg: tracks, 
toilet, car park, atc)   

• Environment is seen as 
gymnasium or playground 
for personal enjoyment 
and challenge.  

• Spend a lot of time in the 
environment, therefore 
develop strong human 
nature relationship. 

• Value the environment for 
self-gain and enjoyment. 

• Desire to protect.

Contemporary societal relationships with outdoor 
environments reflected in different forms of conservation, 
recreation, primary industries, and tourism practices 

3.2.1

Recreation is an activity of leisure, leisure being discretionary time. Recreational activities are often 
done for enjoyment, amusement, or pleasure and are considered to be "fun".

a Perception b Practices c Impacts d Examples
Mt Bogong 

- Pest, weed removal 
- Signage and tracks 
- Zoning of fragile 

area in national park !
Stawell 

- Neil Marriot’s Trust 
for Nature covenants 

- Revegetation 
- Biodiversity studies

• Positive impacts on the 
environment. 

• Make the environment 
better than how they 
found it. 

• Raise public awareness, 
cause more people to 
act positively towards 
the environment. 

• Keep the environment 
sustainable for future 
generations.

• Study the environment 
and all aspects make it 
up. 

• Plan and imp lement 
management strategies. 

• Work to protect the 
environment & maintain 
biodiversity. 

 Eg: Educate the public,     
p l a nt t re es , ma nage 
facilities, etc. 
• Reduce, reuse & recycle.

• Environment is seen as 
temple and they value it 
greatly. 

• Very good understanding 
and strong connection. 

• Aim to prevent change to 
the environment. 

• Promote the beauty of 
the environment and 
desire to protect 

• Value the environment 
rather than  focus on 
personal gain

Conservation is defined as the preservation or conserving of natural resources or areas or objects of 
cultural significance.

1 RECREATION

2 CONSERVATION



 

a Perception b Practices c Impacts d Examples
Mt Bogong 

- Fall Creek ski resort 
-  Mt Bogong horse 

back adventure 
- Mou nta i n b i k i ng 

trails !
Arapiles 

- Brambuk Aboriginal 
cultural centre 

- N a t i o n a l P a r k 
information centre 

- Halls Gap zoo

• Negative effect caused 
due to larger group 

• Noise pollution and soil 
compaction 

• Some ecotourists may 
have smaller impacts 
than others. 

• C o m e to se e a n d 
expe r ience natu ra l 
environment. 

• Chance to deve lop 
relationship and get 
educated about the env. 

• M a n y ta ke s o m e 
m i n i m a l i m p a c t s 
strategies (eg: no litter, 
keep on tracks, etc). 

• Seasonal patterns: large 
number of people comes 
in some seasons (eg. 
winter in Mt Buller) 

• To u r i s t s s e e t h e 
environment as museum 
o r p l a y g ro u n d fo r 
relaxation.  

• Tourism industry see the 
env as resources to 
generate profit. 

• They make lots of money 
from the environment 
therefore they want to 
protect and keep it in the 
best shape possible for 
the business to continue.

Contemporary societal relationships with outdoor 
environments reflected in different forms of conservation, 
recreation, primary industries, and tourism practices 

3.2.1

Tourism can be defined as people visiting areas to for recreation, leisure and business without the 
intention of staying there permanently.

a Perception b Practices c Impacts d Examples
Mt Bogong 

- Dairy cows 
- Cattle alpine grazing 
- Sheep 
- Wineries !

Arapiles 
- Mt Zero olive farm 
- Timber plantation 

(pine and gums) 
- Sheep and cattle 
- Grains + crops

• Some farms have large 
environmental impacts 
( ru in ing hab itat by 
mining, logging, growing 
non-native crops) 

• S o m e fa r m s h a ve 
smaller impacts due to 
r i g ht m a n a g e m e nt 
strategies to the land.

• Department of Primary 
Industries have policies to 
regulate the amount of  
resource harvested. 

• Min ing of coa l , o i l , 
minerals 

• Forestry 
• Ta ke c o n s e r va t i o n 

approach (eg. Landcare) 
to cancel out the damage 
they d i d - ba la nce 
between stewardship and 
worthship.

• Environment is seen as 
econo m ic ga i n a nd 
resources. 

• They have wealth of 
knowledge about the 
environment and they 
know how to sustain it 
whilst taking from it. 

•  Desire to adopt more 
conservationist approach 
to maintain sustainability 
and in turn productivity.

This involves the extraction from the Earth; this includes farming, mining and logging. They do not 
process the products at all. They send it off to factories to make a profit.

4 PRIMARY INDUSTRY

3 TOURISM



	

	

 

Factors influencing contemporary societal relationships with 
outdoor environment: technologies, commercialisation, portrayals,       
social response to risk taking, social and political discourses. 

3.2.2

TECHNOLOGY

COMMERCIALISATION

PORTRAYALS

SOCIAL RESPONSE

SOCIAL & POLITICAL DISCOURSES
- Bring the issue into round table 
►The issue is deeply discussed by scientists, politicians and any parties involved 
►Have access to scientific research and ideas from expert 
►Better understanding about the issue and the environment mentioned 
►May change or even stop some practices from being done.  

TECHNOLOGY

COMMERCIALISATION

1 RECREATION

2 CONSERVATION

Eg: Roads, vehicles, special gears, tracks and snow poles, communication gears, 

- Access to more remote areas (roads, vehicles) 
- Bring comfort to participants ► be able to spend more time with the environment (gore-tex jacket, tent) 
- Feel safer to take risky activities (ropes, harnesses, helmet, snow poles, GPS, phones) ► more participants

Eg: Music, media, writing, advertising, etc. 
- Books, films captures the beauty of environment ► inspired people to participate in recreational activities 
- The environment was portrayed as an adversary - something to beat as a challenge for recreation

Eg: Roads, vehicles, internet, electronic equipments, etc
- Access to more remote areas (roads, vehicles) 
- Be able to reach better studies results (equipments) ► assist studies 
- Research, propose information and gain public environmental awareness (internet)

Eg: Rock climbing company in Arapiles, Go ride a wave company 
- Make the experiences easier as they offer support (education, gears, instructors) 
► More participants ► Chance to learn from the environment and build strong relationship. 

Eg: Media response, legal response, installation of safety gear, refinement of 
management strategies, insurance requirement, etc.

- More participants ► more connection with environment + desire to protect and learn from the place 
- See the environment as safer ► more willing to visit

Eg: Organic products, native nursery, etc
- Organic products can be made commercially ► more people use it 
- The formation of native nursery ► assist studies and economic gain.



 

Factors influencing contemporary societal relationships with 
outdoor environment: technologies, commercialisation, portrayals,       
social response to risk taking, social and political discourses. 

3.2.2

TECHNOLOGY

COMMERCIALISATION

PORTRAYALS

SOCIAL RESPONSE

TECHNOLOGY

SOCIAL & POLITICAL DISCOURSES

4 PRIMARY INDUSTRY

3 TOURISM

Eg: Roads, vehicles, internet, facilities, etc.
- Access to more remote areas (roads, vehicles) 
- More comfortable for people (gears, toilets, huts) ► More participants 
- Access to information, image about natural environment ► better understanding.

Eg: Roads, trucks, pesticides, internet, etc.
- Be able to work in large-scale eg: growing and harvesting by machinery are much faster 
- The use of chemical products eg: pesticides ► negative impacts on the environment 
- Access to information about natural environment ► better knowledge and management strategies.

Eg: Media, music, advertising, film, writing, etc
- More desire to experience natural environment from advertising 
► Chance to develop understanding and connection

Eg: Guide book, accommodation, accessibility, package commodities, etc
- Outdoor adventure can be purchased as a “package” ► greater access and comfort, save time  
- Commercial operators market and conduct a range of outdoor adventure experiences ► safer 
- Growth in Ecotourism ► raise public environmental awareness.

- Media could exaggerate the incidents ► change in public perception about the environment  
►less participants involved ►Loss of opportunities to be with the environment ► Unlikely to protect

- Bring the issue into round table 
►The issue is deeply discussed by scientists, politicians and any parties involved 
►Have access to scientific research and ideas from expert 
►Better understanding about the issue and the environment mentioned 
►May change or even stop some practices from being done.  



 

4.1.1Understandings and critiques of sustainability and 
sustainable development

DEFINITION

DEFINITION

• Living within the limits of what the environment can provide 
• Understanding the many interconnections between economy, society and the environment  
• The equal distribution of resources and opportunities. 

Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generation to meet their own need.

1 SUSTAINABILITY

2 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

CRITIQUES

CRITIQUES

The nature is not subject to increasing:

• The term is used too widely and has become meaningless 
• It’s too hard to measure 
• Sustainability as ‘greenwashing’

• Sustainable development is an oxymoron 
• Sustainable development is too vague a term and basically meaning less 
• Sustainable development presents a binary view of the world 
• We don’t understand the possible consequences of sustainable development 
• It doesn’t work



 

4.1.2
Indicators of healthy outdoor environments, including:	

• Quality and adequacy of water, air and soil	

• Levels of biodiversity, pest and introduced species.

WATER

AIR

SOIL

BIODIVERSITY

• Water pH 
• Turbidity (unit: NTU) 
• Drinkable? 
• Presence of frogs 
• Presence of sensitive 

critters 

• Evidence of air 
pollution 
• Presence of smog 
• Presence of cars, 

factories

• Soil pH 
• Salinity 
• Evidence of erosion 
• Presence of rubbish

• E v i d e n c e o f 
introduced species 
• Habitat 

The atmosphere’s state is quite stable. There is no visible evidence 
of neither improving nor getting worse. 

• No visible smog but air pollution is assumed due to high number of cars. 
• 300% increasing bike rider► less pollution 
• More public transports ► number of cars reduced 
• Increasing population cancel out conservation efforts.  
• Besides cars, there is no significant green house gases source found 
along the Yarra river.

Up river (7.8pH) is excellent for native species whereas down 
river (13 pH) is too alkaline for flora and fauna to live. 

• Most aquatic organisms and some bacterial processes required 6-8pH 
• Untreated storm water runoff brings oil leak 
• Fishes are contaminated high amount of heavy metal and are not edible. 
• Water current collects sediment, as well as runoff from building sites, 
storm water runoff and agricultural runoff. 
• Old leaking pipes of Melbourne sewage system causes water pollution.

CERES has more neutral soil than MGC but they are both not 
suitable for native flora which requires more acidic soil. 

• pH 7-8 at CERES is excellent for introduced species only 
• Rain contains chemical substances from factories, therefore soil quality 
has higher pH. 
• There is no visible salinity observed. 
• Little erosion and undercut as the bank was stabilised by embedded. 
• Soil at Yarra is 9pH, which can support many flora (non-native)

CERES and MGC are both considered fair but CERES has better 
biodiversity 

• Medium cover of native vegetation and mixed native/introduced species 
• Significant number of hard rubbish found 
• Native vegetation in verge gets smaller down river. The verge at 
Southbank is very poor as no vegetation exists, it is covered by concrete. 
• CERES features a number of sites of state conservation significance. 
• Yarra community actively work to improve health of the environment.

MERRI CREEKS AND MGC DATA



 

4.1.3
The contemporary state of the environments in 

Australia, with reference to common themes used in 
States of the Environment reports.

LAND Land has been used differently depends on which part of the river. Some 
portion of land is used sustainably whereas some is not. 

• The land up river is used for conservation (Yarra Range National Park) 
• Further down, some riparian zones are cleared for farming practices. 
There are some erosion from cattle grazing 
• The river then flows into Black Spur Nation Park, where land is 
protected. No more pollutant is added into the river. 
• Land is totally cleared, no native flora and fauna is found in winery farm 
area. Salinity may happen. 
• When the river gets into Melbourne CBD, the riparian zone is cleared 
and covered by concrete up to 2km. 

The river holds a significant Aboriginal value. Although heritage sites are 
not maintained as their original state, a strong association with it remains. 

• Some integral features to Aboriginal culture are no longer exist. 
Eg. the waterfall at the end of William Street, Melbourne 
• There are many historic places. 
Eg. the Heide Scar tree, Bolin Bolin Billabong 
• The area where Merri Creek joins the Yarra river is maintained its 
healthy state. It was used as an Aboriginal mission post settlement prior 
to European settlement. 
• The government builds some sculptures at public places for education 
Eg. sculptures in park near Flinders Street station and along Southbank  
• Photos and sketches of history is taken care very well in gallery to 
show to the public. Eg. Ian Potter Gallery.

NATURAL AND CULTURAL 
HERITAGES

Biodiversity decreases as we go from the upriver to Port Philip Bay. It is 
also improving compared to 1970s. 

• There are many active conservation group doing weed control, 
vegetation along the river. 
• There is only 1 factory left in the Yarra riparian zone (Brewery). 
Therefore, the amount of polluted waste dumped into river has 
significantly decreased. 
• There are 2 national park that the river flows into (Yarra range and 
Black Spur) 
• There are some threatened species found in the Yarra river. Eg: growling 
grass frog, yabbies fish 
• Biodiversity along the river bank near MGC is improving with more 
native vegetation, embedded rocks to prevent erosion, etc.

BIODIVERSITY

THE YARRA RIVER SOE



 

HUMAN SETTLEMENT

COASTS AND OCEANS

The population of Melbourne has been increasing dramatically. People 
tend to live near river and but do not distribute evenly. Consequently, some 
part of the Yarra river is seriously polluted and disturbed.  

• 1/3 of Victorian population live near the Yarra river and use its resource 
• 4000km2 of the Yarra river is used for water catchment. 
• Some fish barriers are built in order to assist fish supply. 
• The riparian zone at Southbank is cleared totally for buildings an 
infrastructure.  
• 1.130 trucks of hard rubbish require to be cleaned up every year.    

The water is in its fair condition but it is improving over time. 
• Murky with brownish-green tinge when it flows through the CBD 
• Less factories along Yarra bank ► less water pollution 
• Water quality is much better than Goldrush era but there is still pollutants 
(waste, agricultural runoff, oil leak, etc) 
• Water maintains its quality despite the intense urbanisation. 
• In Jan 2006, the Victorian Government released the Yarra River 
Action Plan to spend $600 million for improving health of the river.

INLAND WATER

The health of coast and ocean now is poor and it is getting worse. 
• Population of coastal area has been increasing dramatically, leading to 
pollution of air, water and land. 
• Rising sea level due to climate change has negatively affected the 
marine biodiversity. 
• Introduced species (eg. Northern Pacific Seastar) invade the port and 
compete food source and place with native species 
• Coastal erosion is still happening every year. 
• Besides hard rubbish, microplastic beads from facial wash starts to be a 
problem in the ocean. Birds and fishes die as they can’t digest plastic.

The atmosphere’s state is quite stable. There is no visible evidence of 
either improving or getting worse. 

• No visible smog but air pollution is assumed due to number of cars. 
• 300% increasing bike riders along river bank ►less car pollutions 
• More pubic transport ► less car pollutions 
• Increasing population cancel out conservation effort.  
• No other majors greenhouse gases source besides cars.

ATMOSPHERE

4.1.3
The contemporary state of the environments in 

Australia, with reference to common themes used in 
States of the Environment reports.



 

4.1.4
The importance of healthy outdoor environments for 

individual physical and emotional wellbeing and for the 
society.

1 PERSONAL

2 SOCIETY

AESTHETIC VALUE

RECREATION

EDUCATION

MAINTAIN STABILITY OF THE ENVIRONMENT

ECONOMIC VALUE

FOOD SOURCE

SCIENTIFIC VALUE

INTRINSIC VALUE

• Inspiration and stimulating creativity

• Relax, exercise, pursue physical and 
mental challenge 
• Get away from pressure 
• Build friendship and communities

• Improve knowledge of environment 
• Experiential learning 
• Awareness and forming of personal 

opinions 
• Develop connection and responsibility 

• Preserve biodiversity 
• Essential component in water cycle 

and carbon cycle

• Resources: timber, animals, minerals, 
etc. 
• Clean water source 
• Electricity generation (hydro and 

• Meat and crops

• Scientific research  opportunities 
create jobs 
• Natural products found to enhance 

human health and wellbeing  
• 57% of prescribed drugs come from 

the natural environment 

• Nature has right to coexist with 
human 
• Funda menta l va l ue Eg . ( bee ) 

pollination, water filtration, clean air 

• Physical and mental health 
• Stress mediation  
• Creativity 
• Spiritual benefits 
• Education

• Spiritual benefits 
• Education



 

4.1.5
The potential impact on society and outdoor 

environments of land degradation, introduced species, 
climate change, urbanisation and other significant threats

Loss of available resources - threatens life ► Wars over resources 

Loss of natural cycle function - nitrogen, carbon, water, food, etc 

More extreme weather events - drought, flood, cyclone, storm 

Increased evaporation leading to higher rainfall and erosion 

See level rise - loss of land ► inundation and forced migration. 

Desertification 

Ocean acidification 

Tourist industry would decrease = less economic profit 

Loss of biodiversity, extinction 

Indigenous way of life would be taken away 

Loss of scientific and medical resource



 

4.2.1
At least 2 conflicts of interest between people involved 

in uses of outdoor environments:	

• Franklin river campaign	

• Grazing in the Alpine National Park

FOR AGAINST
INTEREST GROUPS

• Robin Gray - Premier of Tasmania 
• Local construction workers 
• Head of Tasmanian Hydro Electric Comission 
• Some Tasmanians

• Bob Brown - Head of the Wilderness Society 
• Bob Hawke - Australian Prime Minister 
• David Bellamy - English botanist 
• Australian public 
• Astralian Conservation Foundation.

ARGUMENTS

• Job opportunities 
• Clean energy for Tasmania 
• Good economic growth 
• More energy required for the future

• Pristine environment would be destroyed 
• Loss of biodiversity and unique species 
• Already enough dams (Lake Pedder) 
• Will only provide 6 years worth of energy 
• Loss of 10.000 years of Aboriginal heritage.

METHODS

• Full page newspaper advertising 
• Prominent people on TV 
• Lobbying federal government

• Prominent people 
• Posters and stickers 
• Information nights/ public meetings 
• Political lobbying to Federal politicians 
• Direct action: blockade (1400 arrests in 
1983) 
• Rallies and protests in capital cities (14000 
people marched in Melbourne) 
• Use of scientific research and experts

PROCESSES
• Dams	  proposed	  in	  Tasmania	  in	  1970’s	  for	  clean	  energy	  and	  job	  crea;on.	  
• Tasmanian	  government	  set	  up	  an	  Referendum	  to	  get	  support	  for	  the	  most	  popular	  dam	  project	  –	  46%	  of	  voters	  either	  

wrote	  NO	  DAM	  on	  their	  ballot	  paper	  –	  the	  referendum	  was	  not	  successful.	  
• Dam	  construc;on	  commenced	  and	  the	  wilderness	  society	  set	  up	  blockades	  of	  the	  river	  and	  protest	  marches.	  
• Protests	  went	  Australia	  wide	  –	  the	  Australian	  community	  showed	  support	  for	  “Stopping	  the	  Dam”.	  
• Bob	  Hawke	  was	  elected	  and	  immediately	  implemented	  Federal	  laws	  to	  halt	  the	  dam.	  
• The	  senate	  passed	  the	  World	  Heritage	  Protec;on	  Bill	  in	  the	  Parliament	  for	  the	  Franklin	  River	  and	  South	  West	  Tasmania.	  	  
• Tasmanian	  government	  argued	  that	  federal	  law	  did	  not	  over-‐rule	  state	  laws	  and	  con;nued	  with	  the	  dam	  construc;on.	  
• Federal	  government	  took	  the	  Tasmanian	  State	  government	  to	  the	  High	  court	  of	  Australia	  to	  argue	  which	  laws	  were	  to	  be	  

implemented	  –	  Federal	  Gov	  won	  and	  the	  dam	  was	  stopped	  in	  1983.

Damming Franklin river



 

4.2.1
At least 2 conflicts of interest between people involved 

in uses of outdoor environments:	

• Franklin river campaign	

• Grazing in the Alpine National Park

FOR AGAINST
INTEREST GROUPS

• High Cattleman’s Association 
• Victorian Liberal Government

• Victorian National Park Association 
• Federal Government 
• Australian Conservation Foundation 
• The Wilderness Society 
• Recreationalists 

ARGUMENTS

• The summer mustering of cattle to the high 
country is a 170-year tradition that should be 
protected as Australia’s national heritage. 
• “Grazing reduces blazing” 
• 5/45 affected farmers would be unable to 
make living without access to national park.

• 8000 cattle have made irrefutable damages: 
eroded headwater of major rivers, threatened rare 
species, polluted streams & spread weeds. 
• Research found grazing has no impact on the 
spread of bushfire. 

METHODS

• Stickers (Grazing reduces blazing) 
• Sign on fences, building in local grazing area 
• Wonnagatta Protest ride (mustered cattle 
through the park in 2006 + into CBD) 
• Protest ride 
Eg: Melbounre CBD - 2005 - 500 cattlemen. 
• Use family members with connection to Victorian 
government to lobby.

• Protesting - including prominent people 
Eg: March in Melb CBD - 2005 
• Newspaper articles 
• TV documentaries 
• Use of prominent people 
• Media (ABC News) 
• Public meetings 
• Letters from 125 scientists to Vic Env Minister

PROCESSES
• In the 1970’s the Alpine National Park in NSW banned cattle. Victoria did NOT follow suit. 
• The Victorian National Parks Association lobbied the Victorian Government to remove the Cattle in the Alpine National Park.  
• The VNPA used research to back up its request to remove the cattle + outlined the damaging effects of cattle. 
• High Cattlemen’s Association formed and also lobbied the Victorian government to keep the cattle in the ANP to support early 

settler cultural heritage. 
• Cattle were removed from the ANP in 2005 by the previous Labour government after VNPA presented a very good argument 

for damaging the NP. 
• The HCA then protested by riding their horses to the Victorian parliament 
• Campaign by HCA “Grazing reduces blazing” stickers and bill boards – successful at getting message out, but not necessarily 

supported until after the 2009 Black Saturday fires. 
• VNPA campaign – “parks not paddocks” and information nights  
• Cattle were re-introduced in 2011 after HCA lobbied future Liberal Victorian Government – who promised to reintroduce 

cattle if elected. 
• Federal Government used the EPBCA to argue that biodiversity would be lost if cattle were reintroduced successful. 
• Cattle were removed. 
• 2013 new Federal Liberal Government supported Victorian Government to reintroduce the cattle to provide a trial to see if 

cattle would reduce fuel for fires after the Black Saturday Bushfire commission. 
• Currently there are 60 cattle in the ANP on trial. 
• The VNPA is taking the Victorian Government to court and arguing that the trial is flawed – lack of a proper EES before the 

trial began and goes against the rules for National park – biodiversity protection

Grazing in the Alpine NP



 

4.2.2Methods used by individual and groups to influence 
decisions about the use of outdoor environment.

DIRECT ACTION Involves activities (eg: picketing, marching, blockades, protests, boycotss, bans)
• Gains free media attention 
• Brings the issue to the public eye. 
• Shows the level of support.

• Not suitable for small groups as they have little impact. 
• May alienate groups in the community if disruption is 

caused. 
• Require significant preparation and organisation.

LOBBYING Direct contact or meetings with those making decisions or their representatives.
• Can be conducted directly by the interest group. 
• Ensures decision makers have a clear understanding of 

your position and views on conflict.

• Can be difficult to access decision makers. 
• Time consuming.

PETITIONS & LETTERS Letters can be sent to decision makers or newspapers. Petitions are sent 
to decision makers.

• Pre-prepared letters an petitions have less impact as it 
often requires minimum effort from those involved. 

• Often people sign petitions and care little about the 
issue; therefore they carry little weight with decision 
makers (unless numbers are very high).

• Hand-written letters show a high level of commitment 
to an issue and politicians often count them to gauge 
the level of support and concern in regards to an issue. 

• Letters to newspapers are often published and inform 
more people about the issue. 

• Good way to get media attention on small issues 
particularly in community based newspapers. 

• Easy to conduct and get a large number of supporters.

MEDIA Can be undertaken through interviews in newspaper or through advertising. 
• Opportunity to get a clear message to a large 

number of people.
• Advertising is expensive and only available to large 

interest or commercial based groups.

SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE Scientific or social reports are collated in an effort to provide evidence for 
an interest group’s position on an issue.

• Provides credibility to the position of an interest 
group, due to recognised evidence being presented 
which supports a group’s position on an issue. 

• Arguments for the position can be clearly 
understood.

• Can be time consuming and expensive. 
• Evidence gathered is often selected to support one 

group’s view and other opposing groups may also 
be able to collect selective evidence to support 
their case.

PROMINENT PEOPLE Groups seek support from people well known to all in the community
• Provides credibility to a group’s position. 
• Media attention is more likely to be given to causes 

where prominent people are involved.

• It may be argued that the prominent person 
involved has little understanding of (or interest in) 
the issue. 

INFORMATION MEETINGS Used as a means of taking the issue to the community, and an 
opportunity to engage individual

• Show the level of support for an issue. 
• Members of the wider community are able to 

become better informed about the issue.

• They are often poorly attended. 
• Time consuming to organise.



4.2.3
The decision-making processes followed by land managers 

and/or governments or their agencies relating to conflicting 
interests over the use of outdoor environments, including the 
role of the Victorian Environment Assessment Council (VEAC).	


Formation of a Consultative Group 
Formed by decision makers to gather information about an issue. Groups asked to provide 
recommendation for a resolution. Have representatives from all interest groups. 
Advantages: all views can be presented and heard by the group; accurate information can be 
gathered; consultation promotes compromise between groups; Hope to produce a Win:win scenario. 
Disadvantages: may take time; expensive; no agreement may be made.

Negotiation (mediation) 
All sides of an issue can be heard. Compromise made by interested stakeholders to reach an 
agreement. 
Advantages: consultation promotes compromise between groups; hope to produce a Win:win scenario 
Disadvantages: make take time; expensive; no agreement may be made; the compromise may not be 
cost or time effective

Creation of new laws 
From any level of government (local, state, federal) to make best outcome. 
Advantages: Quick and clear decision 
Disadvantages: Often creates Win:Lose situation; New government may change the law

Use of court system (to clarify existing legislation) 
Used when existing laws are not clear. Court uses to clarify or interpret what is meant by law. Use if 2 
laws contradict each other. Used if one stakeholder feels unfairly disadvantage. 
Advantages: Often a clear decision 
Disadvantages: Often takes a long time; expensive; often creates a Win:Lose situation; new 
government may change the law

VEAC - Victorian Environmental Assessment Council 
Court system when all means of compromise have been exhausted and parties cannot come to an 
agreement (environmental version of VCAT). Judge hears both sides of the argument from appointed 
speakers of stakeholder groups. 
Advantages: Clear final decision; all view can be presented and heard by the judge; information can 
be gathered and presented in support of arguments. 
Disadvantages: Often create a Win:Lose situation; Expensive; Takes time.

Environmental Effects Statement (EES) 
Particular part of law that allows for official evidence gathering before undertaking a project. Basis for 
making informed decision for consideration during negotiation process. 
Advantages: Allows for decisions based on factual evidence; Allows for use of best practice; can 
improve the action undertaken; can create a Win:win situation 
Disadvantages: Takes time; expensive; may be inconclusive and have to be repeated.



 

4.2.4Management strategies and policies for achieving and 
maintaining healthy and sustainable outdoor environments 
that may be adopted by public and private land managers.

1PUBLIC LAND

2 PRIVATE LAND

MANAGERS

MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES & POLICIES

• DEPI level: park management plans 
• DEPI level: Victoria's Native Vegetation Management: framework for action 
• Local council level: Yarra Environment Strategy 
• Flora + Fauna Guarantee Act (threatened species will also be listed in Park management plans if there is 

any species found in that Park)  
• EPBCA (Federal) 
• RAMSAR 

• Department of Environment and Primary Industry (DEPI) – is a State government department that 
oversees the management of all public land including the areas managed by Parks Victoria and state owned 
resources (forests, dams, ports etc) 

• Parks Victoria – Work for DEPI and manage all State and National Parks in Victoria 
• Local Councils – Manage local parks and gardens, riparian zones along rivers and crown land along 

coastlines 

OWNERS

MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

• Trust for Nature 
• Victoria's Native Vegetation Management: framework for action (more effective on private land to link 

National's Park + create wildlife corridor)  
• Land for Wildlife (not in the outline) (more effective on private land to link National's Park + create wildlife 

corridor)  
• Flora and fauna guarantee act (vic)

• Farmers – crop and livestock (Mt Zero Olives) 
• Hobby farmers – small farms (White Gums – Stawell) 
• Tourism businesses (eg Sovereign Hill, The Otway Fly…) 
• Bush Heritage properties – land owned by the organisation and purchased by donations from community. 
• Land for Wildlife properties – land owners who allocate their land for improving biodiversity and wildlife



 

4.2.4Management strategies and policies for achieving and 
maintaining healthy and sustainable outdoor environments 
that may be adopted by public and private land managers.

• Within two decades, protecting native plants and wildlife on private land will be a central part of Australian 
environmental practice. 

• There will be a expectation and responsibility that significant natural areas on private land should be 
conserved, just as national and state parks are protected.

• Not-for-profit organisation that works to protect native plants and wildlife in cooperation with private 
landowners.  

• Established under the Victorian Conservation Trust Act 1972 to enable people to contribute permanently to 
nature conservation by donating land or money.  

• We are one of Victoria’s primary land conservation organisations, with several tools to help people protect 
biodiversity on private land.

VISION 

WHAT ARE WE? 

• In 1978 Trust for Nature was given the powers to enter into legal agreements with private landowners called 
conservation covenants to protect native plants and wildlife on their land. 

• These covenants remain in place even when the land changes hands.  
• 47,000+ hectares of private land is protected across Victoria (as at January 2012).

COVENANTS 

WHY ARE WE IMPORTANT? 

• Our native plants and wildlife provide us with not only important services, such as clean water and 
resources, but they are important in and of themselves. 

REVOLVING FUNDS 

• Uses the real estate market to achieve conservation outcomes. 
• Funds from bequests, donations and government to buy land that supports threatened habitats.  
• We then place a conservation covenant over the properties and sell them on to people interested in 

conservation. 
• The proceeds of each sale go back into the Revolving Fund for future property purchases. 
• Money  or land that is donated and used to buy land to further protect biodiversity.



 

4.2.4Management strategies and policies for achieving and 
maintaining healthy and sustainable outdoor environments 
that may be adopted by public and private land managers.

• The strategic direction for the protection, enhancement and revegetation of native vegetation across Victoria.  
• It addresses native vegetation management from a whole of catchment perspective but necessarily focuses 

primarily on private land where the critical issues of past clearing and fragmentation exist. 
• An estimated 66% of Victoria’s native vegetation has been cleared as a result of the growth and economic 

development of Victoria.  
• Of the remaining 34% it is estimated that 7.4 million hectares are located on public land and approximately 

1.1 million hectares are found on private land.

• Improve the protection and enhancement of vegetation on private Land, 
• Improve the monitor and evaluate existing protection and rehabilitation measures 
• Improve the research strategies for improved management

WHAT IS IT? 

AIM

• Continued effort to avoid clearing, with an improved focus on the most significant native vegetation 
• Active management and Protection e.g. weed control, maintenance of the water regimes, revegetation, 

promoting and enhancing natural species and diversity 
• Long-term commitment by landholders and Government to the management task 
• Increasing the capacity of landholders and rural communities to undertake vegetation protection and 

revegetation works. 
• Enhancement of connectivity through re-creation of habitat, including riparian re-vegetation for e.g. wildlife 

corridors, buffers, restoration of ecological processes 
• Revegetation for improve areas of land degradation  
• Re-creation of isolated areas of habitat

ACTIONS



 

4.2.4Management strategies and policies for achieving and 
maintaining healthy and sustainable outdoor environments 
that may be adopted by public and private land managers.

• Strategic direction of the Park 
• Strategies for Conservation 
• Strategies for Visitors 
• Strategies for Community Awareness and Involvement 
• Strategies for other issues

• Reduce impacts on the environment 
• Manage flora within the park 
• Manage Fauna within the park 
• Prevent conflict between user groups 
• Maintain the natural environment 
• Increase awareness and involvement in the protection of that environment 
• Increase revenue for the park

CONTENTS 

AIM

• Snow poles, huts, tracks + signs, log book ►human safety 
• Tracks and signs ► minimises spread of weeds, erosion, soil compaction 
• Weeds removals, fox and rabbit baiting, culling + capturing ► reduces effects of introduced species 
• Drop toilets, designated camp sites, roads, car parks ►Limits area impacted by human activities. 
• Fencing protected areas ►keep human off fragile areas - allows areas to be rehabilitated. 
• Zoning ► areas for specific activities - conservation, recreation, commercial, accommodation 
• Fuel reduction/ mosaic burn ►Use of natural regimes to generate habitats 
• Permits ► cost allows management of facilities; reduce group size - reduce impacts 
• Education program ► Improve knowledge, connection, compliance with rules and desire to protect.

STRATEGIES



 

4.2.5
At least two acts or conventions related to the management 

and sustainability of outdoor environments, including at least 
one from the following: Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act, 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, 
RAMSAR Convention.	


• To conserve native flora and fauna in the wild  
• To manage threatening processes  
• To ensure that the use of flora and fauna by humans is sustainable 
• To ensure that genetic diversity of Victoria's flora and fauna is maintained 
• To encourage the conservation of flora and fauna through co-operative community programs. 

STATE LEVEL: Victorian government - The Department of Sustainability and 
Environment 

AIM

• There are three main components: The Threatened List, the Excluded List, the Processes List  
• Anyone can nominate a plant or animal for listing on the Threatened List or the Processes List.  
• An independent Scientific Advisory Committee considers all nominations.  
• After a minimum of 30 days, the committee reconsiders the recommendation by any further evidence and 

public comment presented.  
• The committee makes a recommendation to the Minister for Environment and Climate Change, who can then 

add or remove a listing by regulation.  
• The action statement for each species is then made.

HOW IT WORKS

Mt Bogong

Alpine daisy

Mountain Pygmy 
Possum

Corroboree frog

• Alpine grazing 
• Trampling 
• P e st f l o ra - 

blackberries

• Climate Change

• Pest animals – 
brumbies, foxes, 
rabbits, wild dogs

Gariwerd

Brush Tailed 
Rock Wallaby

Powerful Owl

Elegant Spider 
Orchid

• Habitat 
fragmentation. 

• Climate change 
• Pest animal

• Logging 
• A l t e r e d f i r e 

regimes - more 
intense fire due 
to climate change

• Trampling 
• Pest flora

Lake Mountain

Broad Toothed 
Rat

Leadbeaters 
possum

Helmeted 
Honeyeater

• Climate change

• Pest animals 
• A l t e r e d f i r e 

regimes 

• Habitat loss & 
fragmentation  

• Logging



 

4.2.5
At least two acts or conventions related to the management 

and sustainability of outdoor environments, including at least 
one from the following: Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act, 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, 
RAMSAR Convention.	


1. Enhance the protection and management of important natural and cultural places  
2. Control the international movement of plants and animals, wildlife specimens and products made or 

derived from wildlife – BORDER PROTECTION/CUSTOMS 
3. Recognise the role of Indigenous people in the conservation and ecologically sustainable use of 

Australia's biodiversity 
4. Promote the use of Indigenous peoples' knowledge of biodiversity with the involvement and cooperation 

of the owners of the knowledge. 
5. Provide for the protection of the environment, especially matters of national environmental significance  
6. Conserve Australia’s biodiversity  
7. Protect biodiversity internationally by controlling the international movement of wildlife  
8. Provide a streamlined environmental assessment and approvals process where matters of national 

environmental significance are involved  
9. Protect our world and national heritage  
10. Promote ecologically sustainable development.  

NATIONAL LEVEL

AIM



 
INTERNATIONAL LEVEL

4.2.5
At least two acts or conventions related to the management 

and sustainability of outdoor environments, including at least 
one from the following: Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act, 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, 
RAMSAR Convention.	


The Convention on Wetlands is an intergovernmental treaty that provides the framework for national 
action and international cooperation for the conservation and wise use of wetlands and their resources. It was 
adopted in the Iranian city of Ramsar in 1971 and came into force in 1975, and it is the only global 
environmental treaty that deals with a particular ecosystem. The Convention’s member countries cover all 
geographic regions of the planet.

• The wise use of all wetlands through local, region, national and international cooperation to achieve 
sustainable development throughout the world 

• Includes swamps, rivers, marshes, lakes, estuaries, tidal flats, river deltas, mangroves, coral reefs, salt lakes, 
peatlands and oases.

WHAT IS IT? 

AIM

These wetlands regulate environmental processes*, are rich in all levels of biodiversity, play a role in 
climate change mitigation, and provide humans with resources for recreation, scientific study, culture, education 
and water/food resources. !
*: Definition: Those processes, actions, operations, and cycles that occur naturally in the environment without the intervention or aid 
of man.  
- Water Cycle (evaporation, transpiration, condensation, precipitation, run off, ground water storage) 
- Carbon Cycle 
- Nitrogen Cycle (life and decay cycles) 
- Atmospheric circulation (trade winds, polar winds, jet stream) 
- Biological processes (eg breeding  and pollination cycles…) 
- Ocean currents and cycles (El Nino, La Nina, Antarctic currents…) 
- Seasonal water cycles (natural river flows, wet/dry seasons, flood/drought…)

VALUE OF WETLANDS

The Convention publishes a series of Ramsar Handbooks presenting the guidelines in the areas of:  
Wise use of wetlands, National wetland policies, Laws and institutions, Wetland and river basin 

management, Community participation, Public awareness, Water allocation, Coastal management, Wetland 
inventory, International cooperation. 

ACTIONS



 

4.2.6
Actions undertaken to sustain healthy outdoor 

environments, including at least two of the following: Green 
building design, Integrated farming, Urban planning, 
Renewable energy, Landcare.	


GREEN BUILDING

INTEGRATED FARMING

URBAN PLANNING

RENEWABLE ENERGY

LANDCARE a government program that gives small community groups grants to engage in 
environmental projects such as clean-ups and revegetation. !

• Revegetation projects (erosion and salinity control) 
• Biodiversity maintenance and improvement (local) 
• Improvement to land productivity (particularly for farms – crop and livestock protection) 
• Creation of wildlife corridors on private land to connect National/State parks and other areas of 

conservation (improves genetic and species biodiversity) 
• Improvement to recreational spaces for humans.

• public transport options  
• high density housing 
• community open space  
• communal veggie gardens 
• waste/recycle options 
• energy sources 
• efficient building design (water, heating/cooling) 

about how towns, cities and suburban developments are planned to take into 
account environments and to build environmental sustainability. 	


making new buildings (homes, offices, factories, etc.), or retrofitting old buildings, to 
be environmentally sustainable. 	


• Materials – Australian made, sustainably grown/produced, low carbon footprint (eg Spotted Gum timber 
products) 

• Orientation – North facing in Australia to capture the sun’s heat energy – reduces the need for excessive 
heating and cooling. 

• Heating/Cooling – alternative ideas for heating and cooling that doesn’t require electricity (cross-
ventilliation, materials used with good insulating qualities, building orientation…) 

• Waste – reduce, reuse, recycle as much as possible. Responsible disposal of waste products. 
• Water - rainwater harvesting and tanks, low or no flush toilets

• wind energy, hydro energy, solar energy, geothermal energy, and the various experiments in wave and tidal 
energy.  

• individual, community, business

is another name for permaculture which tries to completely integrate the 
house and the garden in residential living. 	


• crop rotation 
• wildlife corridors 
• sustainable farming methods (biodynamic, organic) 
• native plants/animals harvested 
• sustainable water use 
• natural pest/disease eradication methods…






